END OF TERM SURVEY

I. Feedback on Specific Readings

4=definitely keep; 3=probably keep; 2=probably don’t keep; 1=definitely don’t keep

David Foster Wallace, “Kenyon College Address” ______

Matthew Crawford, “Attention as a Cultural Problem” ______

Seneca, Selected Letters ______

Seneca, “On the Shortness of Life” ______

Seneca, “On Providence” ______

Dalai Lama, “The Art of Happiness” ______

Thich Nhat Hanh, “Mindfulness” ______

Confucius, Analects selections ______

Amy Olberding, “Etiquette: A Confucian Contribution to Moral Philosophy” ______

Lao Tzu, The Tao Te Ching selections ______

Zhuangzi, “Free and Easy Wandering” ______

Walter Burghardt, “A Long, Loving Look at the Real” ______

Monika Hellwig, “Finding God in All Things: A Spirituality for Today” ______

Augustine, selections from Confessions ______

Charles Duhigg, The Power of Habit selections ______


Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus ______

Pascal, Pensees ______

Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning ______

David Foster Wallace, “Good Old Neon” ______

Susan Wolf, “The Meanings of Lives” ______

Tolstoy, “My Confession” ______

Jonathan Franzen, “Liking is For Cowards” ______
II. For one of your “definitely keep” readings, briefly explain why you think I should definitely keep it. For one of your “definitely don’t keep” readings, briefly explain why you think I should not keep it.

III. Which topic or thinker do you think I should include in future versions of this course?
IV. Feedback on In-Class Exercises

4=definitely keep; 3=probably keep; 2=probably don’t keep; 1=definitely don’t keep

Headspace App Meditation ______
Michael Puett Video ______
Examen Video ______
Sam Berns Video ______
Harvard Grant Study Video ______

V. Assignments

4=definitely keep; 3=probably keep; 2=probably don’t keep; 1=definitely don’t keep

Q&Q assignments ______
First Impressions Paper ______
Way of Life Assignment ______
Way of Life Paper ______
Final Impressions Paper/What Matters Paper ______

VI. Feedback on Assignments

For example: Do you think I should have a final exam? Longer/shorter papers? Daily quizzes instead of Q&Qs? Require a video for the Way of Life assignment instead of making it optional?
VII. Other Assignment Suggestions

Anything else we might do? For example, trips to Botanical Garden? Or soup kitchens? L’Arche communities...?